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WELCOME FROM PROVOST  
Eric Carl Link, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic & Student Affairs 

 
This report provides an overview of the work in progress, and corresponding academic-year goals, of many of the 

units that comprise the academic and student affairs offices at the University of Houston-Downtown.  This is not 

an exhaustive report, and there is much happening across ASA that is not discussed here.  This snapshot, 

however, serves to accompany the Fall 2020 Leadership Council meeting, and serves as a broad overview of 

many initiatives across the university.  The accomplishments and goals discussed in this report bear witness to the 

dynamic nature of our work and the advancement of the mission and strategic goals of the university.  

Collectively, the work discussed here speaks directly to our collective desire to support the work, research, and 

scholarship of our students and faculty.  On behalf of the Office of the Provost, I want to thank the collective 

leadership across all ASA offices for all of the vision, dedication, and hard work as we are set on the path for a 

truly exciting and engaging academic year.   

 

We are a little over a month into the fall semester, and already there is much to celebrate.  We had a historic 

summer.  Summer headcount stood at 7,591, which is an increase of 20.5% over summer of 2019.  Meanwhile, 

summer semester credit hour production increased from approximately 39 thousand to 50 thousand, an increase of 

27.7%.  Our fall enrollment is strong, with 15,251 students attending UHD, an increase of 4.2% over Fall 2019.  

Our fall semester credit hour production stands at 145,365, an increase of 4.7% over last year.   

 

Although the pandemic has dominated conversation across campus for six months, the institution has not stopped 

its forward progress. COVID has challenged our offices to think creatively, to remain adaptive, and to come 

together – we have done this tenfold. In deliberating over response plans, our community remained centered on 

the health, safety and continued success of our students. As we move further into the fall semester I am confident 

that our focus will continue to be on the safety of our entire community and on our mission to provide a quality 

education to our students.  As part of that commitment, our offices engaged in many collaborative efforts, 

including distributing over 500 computers to students in need since the spring shift to online programming, as 

well as building a robust set of trainings and online resources to assist our students in virtual and online learning. 

We were proactive in our efforts to significantly lower campus density this fall, with 90% of our instructional 

programming being delivered online, and the remaining 10% of our classes are either hybrid or have significantly 

reduced enrollment caps in order to guarantee social distancing in the classrooms.  

 

Many staff positions that were once frozen have been thawed and we’ll be welcoming numerous newly hired 

colleagues to our campus in the coming weeks.  In addition, we welcomed fourteen new faculty members to 

campus during UHD’s first virtual new faculty orientation in August.  We have also brought new programs 

successfully through the approval process in recent months, and we’ll soon have students on campus pursuing 

masters’ degrees in professional accountancy and in artificial intelligence. We will also have students working 

fully online towards a masters’ in business administration. Thank you to all of the faculty and staff who dedicated 

so much time and energy to building these programs.   

 

It will be a dynamic year.  There are a number of executive searches underway.  The search for the next president 

of the institution has commenced, as well as the search for the next dean of the College of Humanities and Social 

Sciences. Shortly we will be commencing the search for the next Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs.   

 

We are beginning to prepare for our SACS fifth year interim report, we are building new institutional research 

dashboards that will help democratize our ability to access data across campus in meaningful ways, and we are 

working on numerous policy updates and improvements across the shared governance spectrum on campus.  If 

resources allow, we’ll start to make some physical improvements to spaces vacated in the One Main Building 

with the opening of the new science building.  We have task forces working on OER issues and on online 

programming, and we are nearing the successful negotiation of a new lease that will keep our Northwest location 
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up and running and growing for years to come.  Shared governance committees are charged for the year and are 

working on ambitious policy revision agendas.  The Wellness and Success Center project is well underway and 

we will be breaking ground on that project in the near future.  We continue to make progress on the 

implementation of Blackboard Ally and EAB Navigate.  And soon we will be giving increased attention to higher 

impact learning practices across academic affairs through the establishment of the Office of Impact Learning.  We 

are also studying issues related to Prior Learning Assessment and making advances with our Accelerated Transfer 

Academy.  

 

As indicated above, and detailed throughout this report, there are dozens of initiatives in progress across academic 

and student affairs—far too many to list here, for sure.  But there are several themes that will give shape to all of 

this collective work: 

 

1. Strategic Planning 

 

We are reengaging in our strategic planning process with the goal of publishing our bridge plan in 2021. The 

steering committee and planning committees have already met this fall, and the work on the bridge plan is getting 

back on track.  We have established a revised timeline for the development of the plan that will have the work 

completed by the end of the current academic year, with an official launch set for the beginning of the Fall 2021 

semester.  Stay tuned for further announcements, and please make every effort to participate in the process over 

the coming months.  

 

2. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

 

Integrating these values into all areas of leadership, education, and community engagement will be a matter of 

institutional focus this year, and will be a leading theme of the work of the Office of the Provost in the coming 

months. Already, staff and faculty are working together across the university to make sure that UHD shows 

leadership and vision on diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts—putting time, effort, and resources into building 

anti-racism and DEI strategies that will make UHD a leader in DEI work among higher education institutions in 

the country. These collaborative works will ensure that UHD is a campus where social justice is a vital theme in 

all that we do and becomes foundational in our institutional identity.   

 

3. Program Development and Assessment 

 

The BOR approval of two new masters’ degrees last year marks a successful beginning to a multi-year cycle of 

focused, strategic, mission-centric new program development at UHD.  This year, we will work to bring several 

additional programs through the approval process, with a stretch goal of having 50 undergraduate programs and 

15 masters programs approved for delivery by the time the institution hits its 50th anniversary in the 2024-2025 

academic year.  This growth will be complemented with an increased focus on quality, and this year we will be 

working toward the establishment of a formal external program review process here at UHD in order to enhance 

and elevate our institutional profile and provide an additional, meaningful layer of programmatic assessment in 

academic affairs.   

 

4. Student Success and Service 

Our collective efforts across ASA to improve student success rates—with special attention to retention and 

graduation rates—must continue.  We have had considerable success improving our six-year graduation rates 

recently—hitting almost 30% this year for the first time.  This year we will build on this success and begin to turn 

our attention to improving 4-year graduation rates.  To do that, we will have to be innovative and thoughtful in 

every unit across ASA.  For Enrollment Management, we will have to continue to improve our market position 

and attract better prepared students who see UHD as a first-choice destination (whether transfer or FTIC).  For 

Student Affairs, we will have to continue to find ways to improve the UHD student experience and student life on 

campus, as well as make sure that the wraparound support services we provide are informed by best practice in 
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the industry.  Across the colleges, we must improve our student engagement activities, continue to elevate the 

quality of instruction in all classes, regardless of teaching modality, and provide timely, regular, accurate, 

personalized mentoring and advising for all students.  To accompany this focus on student success, this year ASA 

will make client service a key theme across all of its units.  Let’s be an institution where we take pride in our 

service to students—they must have confidence in UHD and in us.   

  

 

 

5. Pandemic Response, Health, and Safety 

 

Finally, we must recognize that all of our work this academic year will be affected by the pandemic.  Going 

forward, we will not only continue to adjust our operations in order to respond to the changing conditions 

resulting from the pandemic— whether conditions improve or deteriorate—but we will also use the occasion of 

the pandemic to be innovative.  A central question this year across ASA will be, how can we use the pandemic to 

improve our teaching, our professional development, our student affairs operations, our enrollment management 

operations, and our student success rates?  What opportunities for improvement have been revealed to us as a 

result of the changes forced upon us by the pandemic, and how can we address those opportunities in order to 

advance the work of the institution?  As we continue to operate this year with the health and well-being of 

students, staff, and faculty as a primary focus, how can we build new business processes across ASA that will 

actually make us a stronger institution?  These questions will give shape and significance to all that we do this 

academic year. 

 

As indicated above, there is much to think about, and to be proud of, as we continue to strive to uplift and 

empower our students and the Houston Community.  Let me, therefore, end on a more personal note.  Thank you, 

one and all, for your ongoing dedication to our students and to our institution.  I am grateful for your efforts, and 

proud of our collective accomplishments.  This is a great institution, with many outstanding leaders serving the 

needs of our students and our community.  It is truly a privilege and honor to work alongside so many outstanding 

staff, faculty, and leaders.   

To this end, I issue the following challenge: starting immediately, in all 

student-facing offices on campus, let us achieve 100% compliance with the 

following: live monitoring of incoming telephone traffic during business 

hours, no more than 15-minute wait-times in virtual lobbies during normal 

business hours, 24-hour call-return rates, and 72-hour issue resolution rates.  

Let us model client service for the rest of the institution, and let us make our 

mark on the Houston higher education landscape through a reputation for 

excellent client relations, collegiality, hospitality, and student-focused service. 
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BUDGET & HIRING PLAN  
Eric Carl Link, Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic & Student Affairs 

 
As has been widely reported over the course of the summer, the pandemic resulted in several actions related to our 

FY21 budget: (1) the decision was made by President Munoz to put a hiring freeze in place in March 2020; (2) the 

state required that a portion (5% over the biennium) of state dollars be returned; and (3) the budget plan that had 

been developed by the PBDC and accepted by President Munoz in the spring semester had to be tabled due to the 

uncertainty surrounding the financial impact that the pandemic would have on the university’s FY21 operating 

revenue.  Starting in the late spring, UHS institutions, including UHD, started running FY21 budget models that 

factored in both the reduction in state dollars as well as a projected 5% enrollment drop.   

These cautions were necessary, of course.  But, the situation at UHD has significantly improved since then 

because of strong summer and fall enrollment numbers.  As a result, the hiring freeze has been lifted.  The lifting 

of the hiring freeze has allowed several dozen frozen staff positions across the university to be posted, and over 

the next several months the university will welcome these new staff hires as we gear up for the spring semester 

and beyond.  Meanwhile, the CARES ACT and GEER funding made available to the university allowed UHD to 

push millions of dollars in direct aid to students and cover a number of pandemic-related expenses incurred by the 

university.   

In terms of developing a faculty hiring plan for AY21, the pandemic and hiring freeze prevented a fully developed 

plan from being published in August, but such a plan is being developed now, and every effort will be made to 

launch an initial round of faculty searches during the next couple of weeks.  Finalizing details about the full scope 

of the faculty hiring plan requires a clear sense of the post-census financial position of the university.  That 

information is just now becoming clear, and will allow for the publishing of a hiring plan soon.   

In addition to the development of the faculty hiring plan for AY21, the strong enrollment—and correspondingly 

strong financial position of the university—has resulted in an opportunity to revisit the budget plan developed by 

the PBDC and to start to evaluate which of the budget priorities detailed in that plan can be funded this fiscal 

year.  That work is commencing. 

The Office of the Provost will provide further updates and details on these matters as soon as possible. 
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
Jimmy Jung, PhD, Vice President, Enrollment Management   

 

Accomplishments 

 Increase overall fall 2020 enrollment by 4.2% and summer 2020 by 20.5% 

 Achieved the largest incoming FTIC and new graduate classes in UHD history 

 Decreased the amount of institutional aid and set-aside used to leverage enrollment  

 Effectively deployed $5.6 million in COVID emergency federal and state aid over a six-month period 

 

Goals for 2020-2021 

 Achieve fall 2021 enrollment headcount of 15,600 and associated SCHs 

 Improve the academic readiness of the incoming FTIC class 

 Develop new method to recruit and market to a declining new transfer population 

 Increase enrollment of new graduate programs 

 Continue to implement People Soft admissions, registration, and financial aid modules that improve 

business process, student success and enhance industry best-practices 

 Continue to refine and shape UHD’s financial aid leverage strategies to impact low-income first 

generation students 
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STUDENT AFFAIRS 
Meritza Tamez, PhD, Dean of Students 

 
State of Operations 

 

Student Affairs accomplished several goals in AY20. One of the most noteworthy items is from the Dean of 

Students Office with the launch of the student needs survey to all enrolled students after the transition to virtual 

learning in March 2020. From the survey (completed by 6,500 students), we learned that our students were 

experiencing several barriers to their success after the start of the pandemic with the highest being loss or 

reduction of employment (33%) and lack of access to food (18%). To decrease the effects of these barriers, staff 

in the Main Career Center and Student Activities called these students directly (over 1,000) to guide them to 

department, campus, and community resources. Likewise, because of the unique challenges faced by our student 

Veterans, the Veterans Services team also initiated a call campaign to over 800 of their students. These efforts laid 

the foundation for the COVID-19 Awareness Response Encouragement (C.A.R.E) Initiative that launched in May 

2020. The C.A.R.E Initiative was a collaboration with Student Affairs, University College, Enrollment 

Management, Student Government Association, faculty, staff, and student volunteers to demonstrate support for 

academic and personal success for all UHD students by calling each one directly. Approximately 8,780 students 

were reached through this initiative.  

 

The spring 2020 Student Needs Survey also gave us information on the technology that students lacked to 

successfully participate in their courses. Over 17% of student reported a need for a computer, internet, webcam, or 

some other form of technology. This information led to the collaboration between Student Affairs and 

Information Technology who graciously provided over 400 devices to 355 students. Similarly, the Dean of 

Students Office also partnered with University Advancement to provide $500 awards to over 300 students from 

the Gator Emergency Fund. These awards would not have been possible if it were not for the generosity of its 

donors, which include many of you, and the tireless efforts of the University Advancement team.  

 

Another notable accomplishment within Student Affairs is from our Student Activities department with the launch 

of CampusGroups app, which replaced OrgSync. CampusGroups allows students, faculty, and staff to stay 

connected to the campus by providing information on campus events and latest news from various departments. It 

also allows faculty and staff to track service learning and community engagement that can be shared with 

prospective employers and graduate schools.  

 

The Student Activities department also deserves recognition for its continued efforts with the Food Market, which 

has served over 2,000 students to date. The continual efforts to reduce food insecurity for our students was 

recognized in the NY Times in early August (link: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/07/your-money/college-

costs-tuition.html) and modeled after other institutions, including a couple within the UH System. The Food 

Market was also awarded a $15,000 grant from Kroger’s in spring 2020.  

 

Student Activities also made strides with eSports, which is now going on its second year. Six varsity teams were 

created and sustained, with one, League of Legends, placing first in the Good Gamers (GG) League 

championship. Student Activities also excelled in their efforts to strengthen UHD’s Greek life. Assistant Director, 

Jose Vazquez, who oversees all Greek organizations, was selected to serve for a second consecutive year on the 

national Association of Fraternal Leadership and Values (AFLV) committee, which has helped to establish 

innovative practices for our Greek life while gaining exposure for UHD. 

 

An accomplishment from the Office of Disability Services is the implementation of their electronic 

accommodation system, Accessible Information Management (AIM). This system allows students to request 

accommodations online while also allowing faculty to approve online through the click of a button. Prior to this 

system, the accommodation process consisted of staff emailing each letter individually to all faculty (an average 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/07/your-money/college-costs-tuition.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/07/your-money/college-costs-tuition.html
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of 600 per semester) and faculty having to respond to each email. With AIM, the Disability Services team can 

offer many of their services in one portal and have an easier way to collect and analyze data. This includes 

tracking requests for accommodations, students scheduling exams through the portal, faculty submitting exams 

and alternative testing forms, and many other features. Another accomplishment from the Office of Disability 

Services is the receipt of a $50,000 grant from the Houston Jewish Community Foundation to expand technology 

for students with disabilities.  

 

Other noteworthy accomplishments from other areas of Students Affairs include the Main Career Center’s first 

ever Teaching and Education Career Fair in March in which 25 school districts and education organizations 

participated at 100%. Sports and Fitness also hosted its first National Intramural and Recreational Sports 

Association (NIRSA) tournament and the 19th Houston Club Sports Conference Volleyball Championship 

Tournament, at UHD, as well as increased their intramural sports offering from 8 to 12.  

 

Finally, kudos must also be extended to our Health Services staff who contributed and continue to play a direct 

role in the tracking and reduction of on-campus COVID-19 exposure cases through their partnership with 

Emergency Management and the COVID-19 Contact Tracing Team. The Health Services staff have provided 

countless health-related consultations and conducted contract tracing for several students, faculty, and staff since 

the start of the pandemic in March 2020.  

 

New Information 

 

The Dean of Students, in collaboration with the Title IX/Equity and Diversity Office, created a response card set 

for faculty and staff that provides the appropriate steps to take when faced with a threatening or concerning 

situation involving a student and reporting situations related to sexual misconduct. All faculty and staff will 

receive a copy of these cards later this semester.  

 

The Main Career Center added many new features to their Jobs4Gators career services platform, which serves 

students in all colleges with exception to students in the Marilyn Davies College of Business Career Center (they 

have their own career center in the college). One such feature is the addition of the 4-Year Career Readiness 

Pathways (plans/maps/checklist), which can also be found on their Faculty Resources page for faculty who wish 

to add a career component to their courses. Additionally, a mock interview module was also activated in 

Jobs4Gators that allows students 24/7 access to practice interviewing with over 1,000 pre-recorded questions. 

Furthermore, Jobscan was added, which is a resume reviewing application that uses AI technology to improve 

chances for a successful job search.  

 

It is also worth mentioning that Student Government Association (SGA) President Alan Modrow began a weekly 

SGA Presidential Newsletter over the summer. The SGA President’s Newsletter is a great way for the UHD 

community to receive updates on top issues for students, efforts of the SGA, and other important announcements 

for students. You can find the newsletter on their website and on their social media pages.  

 

Several Student Affairs departments have taken an active approach to reach more students and share more updates 

to the wider UHD community by increasing their presence on social media. For example, the Main Career Center 

started a Career Chat Live on Instagram as well as doubled the number of student friendly career videos on their 

YouTube channel. Counseling Services, in partnership with the Dean of Students Office, launched a weekly Gator 

Wellness Moment to promote wellness tips and positive affirmations. Likewise, Sports and Fitness hosts many 

fitness classes and healthy workshops online. 

 

Large-Scale Initiatives 

 

One of the major goals for Student Affairs in FY21 is to reposition Counseling Services to an in-house operation. 

Currently, this service is provided through a contract with the University of Texas Science Center, which provides 
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UHD with 2 full time counselors. Due to the growth in enrollment and increased utilization of services from the 

past 3 years, Student Affairs believes that UHD has reached a point in which it could greatly benefit from the 

creativity and expansion of services that an in-house team could offer to students and the campus community.  

 

A secondary goal is to expand the size of the current Food Market. Increasing the space in the Food Market will 

allow for increased food distributions of dry goods and fresh foods to meet the growing demand from UHD 

students.  

 

A third goal from the Main Career Center is to conduct a first destination survey for all graduating seniors by May 

2021. This will allow the team to capture information regarding the career outcomes for new UHD graduates and 

provide data for future academic planning.  

 

Finally, a goal for both Disability Services and Veterans Services is to expand technology for students with 

disabilities and Veterans. An example includes the implementation of Kurzweil 3000, an assistive technology 

program that focuses on reading and writing for students with learning disabilities. Veterans Services aims to 

identify technology that will increase online engagement and connect with its Veterans.  
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W.I. DYKES LIBRARY 
Pat Ensor, Executive Director, W.I. Dykes Library   

 

Anti-Racism Initiative 

Following the murder of George Floyd, a member of the library staff proposed the idea of a library anti-racism 

statement.  The Library’s Cultural Competence Group, led by Pat Ensor, began working on a statement and 

invited the entire library staff to be contribute.  On June 15, 2020, the library published the following: 

 

UHD W.I. Dykes Library Anti-Racism Statement 

Along with many around the country and the world, we, the staff of the University of Houston-Downtown 

W.I. Dykes Library, mourn the murder of Houstonian George Floyd. We stand in solidarity with the 

Black community everywhere and condemn the centuries-long racism and violence of which Mr. Floyd’s 

murder is an expression. 

 

We acknowledge the shameful history of exclusion of people of color in higher education. In line with the 

Library’s mission, vision, and values, we pledge to oppose racism and systemic violence against people of 

color in our campus community, whether intentional or unintentional. 

 

We as an organization promise to continually examine ourselves to ensure we are meeting our 

commitment to anti-racist organizational procedures and practices. We invite you to hold us accountable. 

 

Work that strives towards racial justice will never be finished, and the Library maintains an ongoing 

commitment to providing an inclusive physical and digital environment in support of, and reflective of, 

the diversity of the UHD community. We strive to remain a place of comfort and safety and implore 

members of our community to dedicate themselves to this goal. 

 

Based on this statement, the library identified the following anti-racism initiatives for FY21. 

 

1. Develop Library Research Guide on anti-racism. See https://library.uhd.edu/racism.  

2. Conduct staff book and film discussions using a resource from the library's collection 

3. Identify ways to be racially accountable to our users and provide concrete avenues to ensure 

responsiveness 

4. Provide online profiles to emphasize the diversity of the library staff 

5. Restructure the library’s monthly Professional Development Lunch series as an all staff event focused on 

anti-racism awareness 

6. Recognize the role of social media platforms, particularly Facebook, in supporting racism, and state the 

Library’s position on their use as a means of connecting with our users  

Facebook Statement: 

 

The W.I. Dykes Library values engagement with the communities we serve. One way we work to 

develop this engagement is by using social media platforms, including Facebook. However, 

Facebook operates its platform in a way that allows hate speech, facilitates the spread of 

misinformation, and runs counter to the precepts of librarianship and our own Mission and Values 

Statements. While we believe in the free exchange of ideas, we believe that Facebook’s 

algorithms rank and prioritize content based on the user’s bias and therefore discourage inquiry 

into new ideas. We call on Facebook to take action to stop its platforms from being used to divide 

people, suppress voters, and propagate racism and violence. Though the Library continues to have 

a Facebook page, we pledge to do our best to post content that reflects our Mission and Values 

statements and supports our diverse UHD community. 

https://library.uhd.edu/racism
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Online Library Services 

 

The Library has been pursuing continuous examination and improvement in offering online library services, 

especially in response to the much higher number of online courses. The Library aspires to offer equivalent 

services to all students, faculty, and staff, no matter where they are located. 

Online reference and research assistance – Available 24/7 at https://www.uhd.edu/library/help/Pages/library-

ask.aspx.  

 

Online instruction, including numerous video modules – See https://library.uhd.edu/infolitinstruction.  

OER/zero cost consultation to faculty to assist in moving their classes online – See https://library.uhd.edu/OER.  

Online outreach events to promote Library awareness – Announced in Library social media. 

 

Electronic Resource Subscription Assessment 

 

In light of a materials budget cut, the Library began a rigorous examination of electronic resource subscriptions 

in order to stay within budget, expend funds on resources that most closely match the UHD curriculum, and allow 

procurement of high-need video resources to support online learning. 

 

Faculty have been requesting more and more video resources as UHD has moved primarily online. We are 

working to make these available through a variety of methods. These include working with the Provost’s Office 

and IT to allow DVD’s to be made into streaming resources under special circumstances, and considering the 

acquisition of new resources such as the Teaching Channel Video Library and Swank Digital videos to meet 

expressed faculty need. We have cancelled less used and needed electronic resources to stay within our budget 

and make room for meeting changing University needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.uhd.edu/library/help/Pages/library-ask.aspx
https://www.uhd.edu/library/help/Pages/library-ask.aspx
https://library.uhd.edu/infolitinstruction
https://library.uhd.edu/OER
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ASSESSMENT & ACCREDITATION  
Lea Campbell, PhD, Executive Director, Assessment & Accreditation  

 

AY2020 Recap 

Establishment of the Office of Assessment and Accreditation 

The Office of Assessment has historically provided considerable support to the University’s accreditation effort.  

Beginning Fall 2020, UHD consolidated accreditation and assessment into a single office and Lea Campbell, 

OAA Executive Director also became UHD’s SACSCOC liaison. 

 

Assessment Update 

Ninety-four% of the academic programs and 100% of the co-curricular/administrative units completed an AY19 

assessment report which included evaluating data and identifying strategies for improvement.  UHD normally has 

at least one Assistant Director of Assessment embedded in each college however, during the period when these 

reports were developed, two of these AD positions were vacant.  UHD is currently hiring for both of these 

positions and going forward, faculty will have additional support. 

 

Accreditation 

The Structural Analysis w/Design Option in Engineering Technology and the Control and Instrumentation 

Engineering Technology programs applied for reaffirmation of ABET accreditation in AY2019 and received final 

notification last month that both programs had been approved for a full six-year term of accreditation.  This is a 

significant accomplishment for the faculty in these two programs.  Dr. Tzouanas, CSET chair, the Engineering 

faculty, and the CSET staff are to be commended for their hard work.   

 

UHD also completed a SACSCOC Fifth-Year internal Report compliance audit in Fall 2019.  March 2020 will 

mark the first time UHD will respond to the new SACSCOC standards and the purpose of the compliance audit 

was to review the degree to which UHD complies with each of the new standards.  The group of staff and faculty 

who conducted the audit included: 

 

Lucy Bowen-Office of the Provost Jillian Hill-Faculty 

Lea Campbell-Assessment Faiza Khoja- Office of the Provost 

Pat Ensor-Library David Ryden-CHSS 

 Meritza Tamez-Student Affairs 

 

Seven areas of concern were identified.  An action plan to address these areas was developed and will be 

implemented in F2020. 

 
Texas Affordable Bachelorette (TAB) – BAAS-AA-Applied Public Administration and Leadership Grant 

Three years ago, UHD received a TAB grant to develop a concentration within the BAAS-AA degree focused on 

public administration and leadership.  OAA staff serve as the PI on the grant and as instructional designers for the 

courses which were developed by UHD faculty.  Over the last year, master courses have been developed for 17 of 

the 18 courses in the concentration.  UHD welcomed its first students into the concentration in Summer 2020 and 

100% of them completed six credits.  This fall, the number of majors has grown to 14.  Recruitment efforts are 

currently underway by University College to continue to grow the program.   

 

OAA Strategic Plan 

OAA has finalized its first strategic plan in F2019 and many of the initiatives outlined in the next section are the 

result of the work done by the Assistant Directors of Assessment during the development of the plan.  Those 

participating in the development of the OAA strategic plan include: 
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Patty Barns -MDCOB Sharon Noel - CPS 

Lea Campbell-OAA Richard Simmons - CPS 

Michelle Hernandez-Perez –UC and  

Competency-based Programs 

Blake Tritico – Co-curricular/Administrative 

Units 

  

Contributions to the Profession 

A long-standing goal of OAA has been to contribute to the ongoing development of the assessment and 

accreditation profession through service to professional organizations.  OAA staff held, or currently hold the 

following leadership positions: 

 Lea Campbell – Professional Development Officer, Texas Association for Institutional Research 

 Lea Campbell – Founding President-Elect, Texas Association for Higher Education Assessment 

 Michelle Hernandez-Perez – Chair,  

 Blake Tritico – Chair, Program Planning, Texas Association for Higher Education Assessment 

 
AY2021 Initiative 

SACSCOC FYIR Development  

UHD will begin the development of the SACSCOC Fifth-Year Interim Report in Fall 2020, marking the 

institution’s first response to the new standards.  The FYIR Taskforce which will oversee the development of the 

report includes the following: 

Lea Campbell, OAA-Chair Louis Evans, Distance Ed 

Ashley Blackburn, CPS & Chairs Isidro Grau, Academic Support 

Lucy Bowen, Office of the Provost Jillian Hill, Faculty & Report Editor 

Jonathan Davis, MDCOB & Chairs Michelle Moosally, Office of the Provost 

Ermelinda DeLaVina, CST & Associate Deans Stefany Records, Administration & Finance 

Linda Dune, CST Meritza Tamez, Student Affairs 

Pat Ensor, Library Daniel Villanueva, Enrollment Management 

 
The FYIR Project Management Team includes the following 

 

Lucy Bowen, Office of the Provost – Chair 

Natalie Boehm, Office of the Provost – Communication 

Lea Campbell, OAA, Coordination with the FYIR Taskforce 

Taheshia Hobbs, Office of the Provost – Project Manager 

FYIR Timeline 

Timeline for the development of the report is: 

 

Fall 2020  Establish FYIR Development Infrastructure 

 Update the UHD SACS website 

 Address areas of concern noted in the internal compliance audit 

Spring 2021  Report development 

 QEP Impact Report development 

Fall 2021  Final report development 

 Report editing 

Spring 2022  REPORT DUE March 15, 2022 

 

SACSCOC FYIR Internal Compliance Audit Review 

During Fall 2020, OAA will be working to resolve compliance issues that were identified during the FYIR 

Internal Compliance Audit.  These include: 
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Housekeeping  Ensuring all policies have been recently reviewed 

 Review faculty credential folders and transition to an 

online archival system to ensure complete 

documentation 

8.2 Public Disclosure of 

Student Achievement 

 

 UHD’s Public Disclosure of Student Achievement 

webpage needs significant revision.  Under the new 

standards, UHD will need at least three student 

achievement goals, each of which will need an 

established threshold, performance target, and current 

data.  Current data will need to be disaggregated by 

race/ethnicity, at-risk status, PELL, or some other 

designated student demographic relevant to UHD’s 

student body. 

8.2 Student Outcomes 

(Assessment) 
 Ensure that 100% of designated programs and units are 

reporting 

 A shift in focus on using data to identify strategies for 

improvement and implementing strategies once 

identified. 

10.6  Distance Education  Implementation of mechanisms to ensure that the 

student completing the work is the student registered 

for the course. 

12.1 Student Support 

Services 
 Ensuring that online and off-site students have 

comparable access to academic support and student 

activities and enrichment opportunities. 

12.4  Student Complaints  Update the Student Complaints Policy and finalize a 

new student complaint tracking system. 

 

Assessment Focus 

The Assistant Directors of Assessment have been asked to focus on: 

 Ensuring that 100% of all academic programs (including Graduate Certificates) and co-curricular and 

administrative units submit an assessment report. 

 Encouraging programs and units to identify concrete strategies to improve student learning and services to 

students 

 Providing project management support to ensure that identified strategies are implemented. 

The Office of the Provost will also be working with the Deans to revise the Office of the Dean’s Assessment 

Plans to reflect the priorities and goals of each college. 

 

Enhanced Documentation 

A final area that OAA will be working on is providing staff and faculty access to tools and documentation that 

will assist them in their assessment and accreditation efforts.  This includes: 

 Development of a searchable archive of UHD survey results 

 Revision of the SACSCOC website to include an archive of UHD’s accreditation reports 

 Revision of the General Education Website to provide faculty the tools they need to develop new courses 

in the core and related signature assignments. 

 Revision of the OAA website to provide faculty and staff easy access to resources, “how-to” documents, 

and other information needed for effective assessment.    
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DATA ANALYTICS & INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH 
Nazly Dyer, PhD, Executive Director, Data Analytics & Institutional Research 

 

Data Analytics and Institutional Research (DAIR) & Accelerated Transfer Academy (ATA) 

DAIR 

 State of Operations: 

o We were able to transition to virtual operations successfully during the pandemic and offer all 
services virtually 

o DAIR Vision: Promoting data-driven decision making across the University while supporting 

data democracy and increasing data literacy to empower stakeholders. 

o DAIR Mission: Equip decision makers with access to information, analysis, and data. Serve as 

the official source of institutional data for internal and external constituents to use for planning, 

policy forming, and strategic decision-making.  

o Our main pillars include: 

 External Reporting, Ad Hoc Requests, Data Warehouse, EAB Navigate Analytics, Data 

Storytelling, and Dashboards 

 Dashboard creation is a new collaboration with our IT colleagues; 

Dashboards will be created using Power BI 

 The EAB Navigate platform implementation and launch is a large, ongoing 

project that has seen great success thus far. It provides a streamlined way for 

students to connect with their advising team, success coaches, tutoring, and other 

important student facing units across campus. The implementation and launch 

continues to expand and we will continue tracking the progress and value of the 

platform.  

 Vital Information: 

o Fall 2020 Preliminary Fact Sheet now available: 

https://www.uhd.edu/administration/institutional-research/Pages/ir-sheet.aspx 
o New unit that has merged the analytic side of the house with Institutional Research, called DAIR 

o A main goal of the unit is expanding data literacy and data democracy across campus by 

providing training and working with unit data leads 

o Data request form process: in order to best serve our stakeholders and for assessment measures, 

we are continuing to implement our data request form process. For all data requests, please 

continue to complete our data request form on our website using this link: 

https://www.uhd.edu/administration/institutional-research/Pages/ir-request.aspx  

o New updates to our website: https://www.uhd.edu/administration/institutional-research/Pages/ir-

index.aspx  

 

 Large-Scale Initiatives: 

o Dashboard project collaboration with IT:   

 New long-term project that will happen in several phases 

 DAIR and IT colleagues are getting training and building infrastructure to best create 

dashboards using the data warehouse 

 We will also begin moving some of our existing reports such as retention and graduation 

into Power BI for better visualizations and user friendly filtering 

o Data Democratization and Data literacy expansion: 

 DAIR will continue creating and providing trainings for our stakeholder groups. 

https://www.uhd.edu/administration/institutional-research/Pages/ir-sheet.aspx
https://www.uhd.edu/administration/institutional-research/Pages/ir-request.aspx
https://www.uhd.edu/administration/institutional-research/Pages/ir-index.aspx
https://www.uhd.edu/administration/institutional-research/Pages/ir-index.aspx
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 Our EAB Analytic champions group includes many colleagues across the institution and 

provides a space for data literacy training, as well as EAB Navigate analytic usage 

trainings.  

o EAB Navigate Expansion: 

 Survey utilization with the platform will begin this fall as we are part of an alpha group 

of testers. 

 Several components of the academic planning tool will be piloted with advising in the 

Fall 

ATA: 

 State of Operations: 

o Was able to transition to virtual operations successfully during pandemic and offer virtual 

services 

o New Fall 2020 cohort has 97 students 

o ATA students re-enrolling at higher rate than students who qualified for ATA, but didn’t join the 

program (88% versus 72% after 1 year).  

o ATA students earn higher GPAs and SCHs on average than their non-ATA counterparts (see 

Table 1).  

 Vital New Information: 

o Collaborating with Office of Study Abroad to offer virtual internships for spring 2021 

o Study abroad trip for ATA students being planned for May 2021 

o Career Learning Communities (CLCs) held completely virtually this semester (are open to all 

transfer students) 

 Large-Scale Initiatives: 

o Major focus of ATA is expanding services to transfer students beyond ATA cohort.  

o Transfer student success conference: TEx – held virtually this August 2020; 4 departments 

participated; 9 CLC sessions; 123 new transfer students attended (included ATA students as well 

as any new transfer student who wanted to attend). 

o Success coaching is now available to an identified cohort of non-ATA transfer students. 

o Creation of virtual Transfer Hub to provide a space for new transfer students to learn about 

activities on campus and resources available to transfer students 

o ATA 3099: Fully virtual transfer student success seminar focused on career readiness, academic 

skill building and student engagement 

o October 19th – October 23rd : National Transfer Student Week 

 For more information about ATA, please contact Krysti Turnquest at ata@uhd.edu  

 

 

Table 1.  

 

 

3.08 3.105
3.13

2.52…
2.815

3.17

1st Term 2nd Term 3rd Term

GPA

11.277 11.44 11

8.887 9.665 10.67

1st Term 2nd Term 3rd Term

SCH Earned

mailto:ata@uhd.edu
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STUDENT SUCCESS 
Scott Marzilli, PhD, Dean, University College  

 

University Student Success Highlights 

4-year and 6-year Graduation Rate. The Fall 2014 FTIC cohort set a record 6-year graduation rate of 29.87%, 

an 88% increase from just 5 years earlier. Equally exciting, the FTIC 16 cohort’s 4-year graduation rate was also a 

record for UHD at 13.63%, an incredible 301% increase from just 5 years earlier. These record graduation rates 

are interconnected to the student-centered approach the University of Houston-Downtown demonstrates daily. 

While no one area is solely responsible for these increased graduation rates, it is important to recognize the 

leadership of Dr. Jemma Sylvester-Caesar, Director of the Gator Success Center, for her and her team’s tireless 

efforts working with each of the FTIC cohort classes to help increase the graduation rates. With Dr. Caesar 

working collaboratively with each of the five academic colleges, student affairs, enrollment management, and 

anyone and everyone that will listen, we are confident that our graduation rates will continue to increase. This is a 

team effort, and we want to use this opportunity to celebrate with the entire University of Houston-Downtown on 

these amazing accomplishments. And now we need to get ready for a 4-year graduation rate of 25% by 2025. We 

know this is a stretch goal; however, we don’t need to increase another 301% in 5 years, only an 83% increase! 

Now let’s go make this happen!!  

 

Increase Academic Performance 

 

Importance of Early Academic Performance. One of the most important predictors of the University of 

Houston-Downtown’s FTIC student success is 1st term and 1st year GPA. Based on 14 years of historical data, 

when our FTIC students finish their Fall academic term on probation, their chances of fulfilling their dreams of 

graduating from the University of Houston-Downtown becomes almost non-existent. For our students that end 

their 1st term on academic probation, 99.9% will not graduate in 4-years, 98.6% will not graduate in 6-years, and 

94.5% of our UHD FTIC students will never graduate from our beloved institution. These trends are even more 

troubling for our students that end their 1st year on academic probation.  

 

For the FTIC 19 class, 29% of the class ended Fall 2019 on probation, and 36% of the class ended their 1st year on 

probation. Of the 443 students that completed their first year at UHD on probation, only 1 will graduate in 4-

years, 6 will graduate in 6-years, and 24 students will ever graduate from UHD. As a University, we must do 

more to support the academic success of our FTIC students. The attainment of a baccalaureate degree provides 

amazing opportunities for our students, and we, as a University, cannot accept that over 30% of our freshman that 

come to UHD with the dream of bettering their lives have only a 5.5% chance of ever making their dreams come 

true.  

 

Academic Progress Reports. The objective of the Academic Progress Reports is to identify students that need 

additional support and provide appropriate interventions and support referrals early each semester. In partnership 

with Data Analytics and Institutional Research, and led by Dr. Caesar, Director of the Gator Success Center, 

progress reports were sent to the faculty of more than 1000 FTIC 20 students to provide an opportunity to address 

both academic and non-academic concerns early in their 1st semester to help the students successfully navigate 

their transitional year at UHD. To date, 174 students have been marked at risk by their faculty members and 

academic coaches and success advisors have begun to call, text and email these students to provide resources, 

support, and/or advice on staying on track for a successful Fall 2020. We will continue to communicate with 

faculty in order to get the response rate to our minimal goal of 50%. It is only through the timely response to these 

progress reports that the student support teams can work with the targeted students to provide the appropriate 

interventions. 
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Academic Support Center. The Academic Support Center offers a range of tutoring and supplemental 

instructional services designed to improve students’ writing, reading, math, statistics skills as well as many first- 

and second-year courses. Like all UHD services, all the Academic Support Center services offered via the Center 

for Math and Statistics, the Writing and Reading Center and all Supplemental Instruction transition to 100% 

virtual in the Spring. Guided by Drs. Isidro Grau, Tanu Altomare and Joseph Cunninghan, the Academic Support 

Center not only continue to provide these services to the UHD students, these enhanced services were utilized at 

record levels during the spring and summer semesters and continue to be utilized by the students during this fall 

semester.  

 

Academic Recovery Program. The Academic Recovery Program (ARP) was created Fall 2019 to support any 

FTIC 19 that stumbled academically during their 1st semester at UHD and found themselves with a GPA lower 

than 2.0. Of the 346 FTIC students that went on probation following the fall semester, 108 signed up for the 

Academic Recovery Program. Led by Drs. Carolyn Gascoigne, Jemma Sylvester-Caesar and Scott Marzilli, in 

close collaboration with the members of the Academic Advising Center, Gator Success Center and the Peer 

Mentoring program, this 12-week program was created to provide additional support for our FTIC students. The 

students overwhelmingly liked the program and felt they would recommend it to a friend that might also be 

struggling academically. Most importantly, the students on probation that enrolled in the program persisted at a 

rate 29% higher non-ARP students. The Academic Recovery Program will be offered every spring and summer to 

support not only our FTIC 20 students on probation but all FTIC 20 students with a GPA under 2.25. This is a 

critical program to ensure that even when students struggle academically early, there are resources in place to 

support their success. 

 

The Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence. Dr. Greg Dement, Director of the Center for Teaching and 

Learning Excellence (CTLE), led an amazing team of talented and dedicated staff to support the UHD Faculty as 

they planned for the continuation of teaching in March, and online and hybrid teaching for Summer and Fall 

semesters. As most UHD courses were to be offered in an online modality for the near future, and no one could 

really travel in the real world at the time, the staff of the CTLE created a fun way for the Faculty to learn about 

best practices in online teaching with the creation of the Online Teaching eTraveler Passport. Associate Director, 

Georges Detiveaux, with Richard Galvan, Video Production Specialist II, and Courtney Banks, Graphic Designer, 

supported more than 87 faculty take 4 trips on their way to earning the Advanced eTraveler Platinum Voyager 

designation. At this level, each Platinum Voyager’s online course included a course banner, a welcome/start here 

section with a video intro, an expanded welcome/start here section with links & content useful to the learner, and 

at least two completed modules with a learning trajectory presented in at least 5 sequenced content items. For the 

Faculty that traveled with the CTLE this summer, we hope your Online Teaching eTraveler Passport was a great 

experience that is helping your students succeed this Fall 2020 semester. There will be additional opportunities in 

the upcoming year for Faculty to earn the Novice eTraveler: Silver Voyager, the Intermediate eTraveler: Gold 

Voyager, and the Advanced eTraveler: Platinum Voyager designation.  

 

Increasing Access and Success 

 

The Gator Leadership Network. The Gator Leadership Network (GLN) is new program that supports all 

conditionally admitted students to the University of Houston-Downtown. The GLN is led by Dr. Isidro Grau and 

Thalina Sabido, with strong collaboration with the Executive Director of Enrollment Management, Ms. Ceshia 

Love. The key aspects of the GLN include program specific academic advising, academic coaching, a financial 

aid counselor, an academic schedule more conducive to supporting their academic success, and a Gator 

Leadership Network Keynote Speaker Series. There are currently 139 FTIC students, whom are 97% minority, 

conditionally admitted to UHD as part of the Gator Leadership Network. Providing access without success is like 

offering an empty promise. But with the Gator Leadership Network program, the University of Houston-

Downtown can now provide both the access to higher education, as well as the resources necessary to support our 

conditionally admitted students’ success. 
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GTF Scholars. As we enter the 3rd year of a 7-year $1,444,000 grant from the Greater Texas Foundation to 

support students graduating from Early College High Schools earning baccalaureate degrees, there is great news 

to report. Guided by the GTF Scholars Coordinator, Branden Kuzmick, the GTF Scholars program has now 

enrolled 123 students at UHD. Mr. Kuzmick’s advocacy for each of his students’ success is evidenced by the 

higher average 1st term and 1st year GPA, lower probation percentage, higher number of attempted credit hours 

completed, higher first year retention, and the fact that 5 students from the GTF 18 inaugural cohort have already 

graduated from the University of Houston-Downtown in only 2 years. These results are just from the 1st cohort. 

Early results of the 2nd cohort look even more promising than the first, with 92.5% of the GTF 2019 students 

returning this Fall 2020 semester. Branden and his GTF Scholars have achieved these great results even during 

the pandemic. All activities for the GTF Scholars have been transitioned to fully virtual; however, I am confident 

with Branden’s enthusiasm and contagious student advocacy, the best is yet to come for the University of 

Houston-Downtown’s GTF Scholars program. 

 

United for College Success. The University of Houston-Downtown continued its relationship with the Greater 

Texas Foundation by being awarded a $555,402 grant to support and expand upon the efforts of United for 

College Success (UFCS). In partnership with UFCS, this funding will provide us the opportunity to implement a 

Collaborative Support Model (CSM), which will serve as a collective-action blueprint for secondary, post-

secondary, and community-based organizations to build capacity and streamline efforts to ensure strong 

transition, positive persistence and degree attainment for students from low-income families in Texas. We are 

proud to welcome Yvonne Eype, UCFS Program Director, Jay Sobhani, UCFS Technology and Innovation 

Manager and Jenifer Morataya, UFCS Student Affairs Manager, to our UHD family. Through collaboration and 

innovation, we envision this grant will allow us to increase access to post-secondary education, while 

concentrating on the students’ transition from high school, persistence in college and ultimately, earning their 

college degree. Stay tuned throughout the year, there will be much more information to share about United for 

College Success in the weeks and months ahead. 

 

Student Reclamation Initiative. The importance of earning a baccalaureate degree as a means to increased 

economic stability is more important now than ever before. In an effort to reach 60% of Texans earning a college 

degree and/or certificate by 2030, THECB has launched GRAD TX 2.0. This collaborative effort amongst partner 

universities to increase the number of college degrees and/or certificates is unique in that its efforts are not to 

increase new college going students, but to reclaim students that started their college journey and did not finish. 

This is a common occurrence, with more than 90,000 Houstonians that started their university journey to stop-out 

without earning their degree. Specifically, over a 5-year period, the University of Houston-Downtown has 2,494 

students that stopped-out with no UHD degree, 105 or more academic hours and in good academic standing. Of 

the 2,494, only 8% of our former Gators have graduated from another university with a degree and nearly 60% of 

our former students have never re-enrolled elsewhere. Under the supervision of Dr. Melissa Hovsepian, Program 

Director of the BSIS degree, and Sydney Zenon, Data Analyst, and in partnership with THECB’s GRAD TX 2.0 

and Degrees When Due, the University of Houston-Downtown will begin aggressively working to bring our 

former students, and other Texas students, with at least 90 credit hours, back to school and FINISH UHD 

STRONG! Our goal is to have at least 500 students return to the University of Houston-Downtown as a result of 

this reclamation effort.  

  

TRiO Upward Bound. Dawana Lewis is entering her 30th year leading the University of Houston-Downtown’s 

Upward Bound college prep program. Upward Bound is a college prep program preparing high school scholars 

for both higher academics and career preparedness. They currently target 5 high schools in HISD (Madison High 

School, Westbury High School, Worthing High School, Austin High School and Kashmere High School). UHD’s 

Upward Bound program serves 115 scholars and have successfully transitioned to Virtual Classrooms since 

March. Even with the pandemic, Upward Bound’s Summer Academy proceeded in June fully virtually as well. 

The virtual classes included: Math, English, College Bound 101, Debate, SAT/ACT Prep, and other electives. In 

addition to the virtual courses, the Summer Academy incorporated virtual College Tours, including international 

trips to Tokyo, Japan. Upward Bound’s annual College Signing Day commenced virtually for the 2020 graduating 
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seniors and bridge students. The 2020 Upward Bound class had an 84% graduation rate and 21 out of 25 scholars 

attended various colleges/universities or other Military branches. Upward Bound is committed to continuing to 

serve their students in a safe and fun, virtual learning environment as they kicked off the Fall semester in 

September. Upward Bound is here to continue their service through the support of the University of Houston-

Downtown, partnership with HISD, and with the courage and tenacity to carry on. 

 

TRiO Educational Talent Search. UHD Talent Search, a federally funded pre-college readiness program, assists 

first-generation, low-income, middle and high school students who are interested in pursuing a post-secondary 

education. UHD's Talent Search program works specifically with students in the Aldine Independent School 

District. Talent Search provides a range of services including academic advising, personal counseling, college 

campus tours, cultural field trips, and a summer academic academy for middle and high school students. In July 

2020, Talent Search hosted a week-long project based Virtual Summer Telemechanics Academy for over 25 

students. Dr. Brian Flores, Director, Ryan Gealow, Program Advisor, and Andres Acosta, Program Advisor were 

the creators and instructors of the Summer Virtual Telemechanics Academy. Two types of curriculum design 

were presented, (a) learner-centered and (b) problem-centered. Subject matter included Science Robotics, 

Programming, and Coding. The Talent Search team delivered a live broadcast using Zoom by demonstrating the 

process of assembling a robot, step-by-step. After the robot was assembled, the students were taught basic 

programming and block coding using their smart phones or computers to apply commands. The last day of the 

Virtual Telemechanics Academy supported a Student Showcase and a Virtual Pizza Luncheon. Preceding the 

Student Showcase, a pizza was delivered to each student’s home, compliments of Talent Search, to celebrate a 

100% student success rate in completing all aspects of the Virtual Summer Telemechanics Academy. 
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POLICIES, PROJECTS, AND SPACE MANAGEMENT 
Lucy Bowen, Executive Director, Academic and Student Affairs  

Office of the Provost – Project Team Update 

 

Policy Updates: 

As we start the new academic year there are many UHD policies that need updating and revising.  This year we 

have additional polices that need to be reviewed and verified for our SACSCOC Fifth Year Interim Report.  The 

shared governance committees have been appointed and they have been given their charge.  Below are links to the 

policies that the committees will try to review and update this academic year. 

Faculty Affairs Committee - Policy Revision List 

Academic Policy Committee – Policy Revision List 

University Curriculum Committee  - Policy Revision List 

 

Strategic Planning: 
Last year we began a multi-year project that involves creating a Bridge Plan that will carry the university forward, 

and allow us more time to create a full-fledged Strategic Plan that will serve us for the next decade.  Many of you 

have been working on this project as members of the working groups.  Because of COVID-19, this project was 

placed on hold until we could regroup this fall.  A new timeline has been worked out and we have relaunched this 

project.  Here are the key milestones for this project: 

October 2020 – Workgroups submit their Bridge Plan Framing Story 

March 2021 – Virtual Town Halls to discuss the Bridge Plan with the community 

March 2021 – Focus groups to discuss the Bridge Plan 

April 2021 – Final edited Bridge Plan due 

May – August 2021 – Bridge Plan production 

September 2021 – Launch Bridge Plan 

 

Space Planning: 

Last year we began a project to review the space in the One Main Building (OMB) now that many of the science 

classes, labs, and faculty have moved over to the newly completed Sciences & Technology Building.  We have an 

opportunity to reevaluate and reassess space usage, set guidelines, standards, and processes for how space is 

allocated. The goal is provide the best utilization, equitable allotment, and regular assessment of space usage.  As 

the OMB is a very large space and this project is going to take considerable funding we are breaking this project 

into Phases.  Currently, we are planning phase one of the project.  Below are the details.   

Phase One – Greatest need, student centric, and most impact 

Art Studios – move them back into the OMB 

I Heart Radio visible space on third floor 

Move student labs, classes, and lounge spaces down to lower floors 

Clearing out all storage spaces 

 

SACSCOC – Fifth Year Interim Report: 

Every ten years we undergo and full reassessment of accreditation with SACSCOC.  We last did this in 2015.  

However, every five years we have to submit an interim report that details any changes that might have occurred 

since the last time we were accredited.  We also have to provide a report on the results of our QEP and determine 

if we are going to operationalize our QEP or not.  This interim report is coming up and the project team will be 

working with Institutional Effectiveness on its submission.   

 

Docuware Archive: 

We are starting a massive archive project in which we are going to scan all of the records that are housed in The 

Office of the Provost.  One aspect of this project is faculty credentialing.  As we work to make certain all faculty 

https://publish.smartsheet.com/f09a0ee335c1474481d53f463ac76a34
https://publish.smartsheet.com/1db8cd906af34fdc9593305b7a088f17
https://publish.smartsheet.com/e2e5f15b79544683b45a97e177023d47
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that UHD has hired have been properly credentialed, we will be creating a docuware archive to house them all, so 

that we no longer have to track down faculty folders that are missing.   

 

Curriculog: 

At UHD we have begun using Curriculog as a means to update our courses and degrees.  We have also begun 

using it to update policies.  As we expand the use of this tool, be need to upgrade the user interface, adopt a 

naming convention, set a standard period of downtime so that all updates and revisions can be moved to the new 

catalog, and update the proposal forms so that they include all of the information needed.  This project will begin 

this fall with hopes of it being complete for the Spring 2021 semester.   
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FACULTY AND RESEARCH REPORT  
Jerry Johnson, PhD, AVP, Faculty, Research & Sponsored Programs  

 

Faculty Affairs 

 

1). Faculty Credentialing Manual and Workflow: UHD is approaching its 5th year interim report for 

SACSCOC.  

 

As part of accreditation, UHD must document the credentials for the courses each instructor is hired to teach. The 

credentialing form currently in use is not optimized for unit managers to provide complete and accurate 

credentialing information for each instructor, and is not part of a digital workflow process that adequately 

archives the credentialing materials for reproduction during accreditation and associated reporting. This results in 

an inefficient credentialing process where credentialing forms must be sent back for revisions, and has resulted in 

missing credentialing forms for a number of adjunct instructors.  

 

The Office of the Provost will revise and integrate the current faculty credentialing form into a digital workflow 

system. This workflow will be designed to ensure that all necessary documents (transcripts, CV) and all necessary 

information fields are completed prior to submission. The workflow will include advice and tips for filling out 

required fields for exceptional cases where a terminal degree is not held by an instructor.  

 

In parallel, the Office of the Provost will work with unit managers to ensure that all faculty credentials are on file 

for instructors for the last five years for the 5th year interim report for SACSCOC.  

  

2). Codify the UHD Tenure Academy Program and Expand Faculty Orientation to a year-long Faculty 

Onboarding Program: 

 

Efforts to improve New Faculty Orientation have been ongoing, however UHD still has no onboarding program to 

enculturate new full-time faculty to UHD policies, processes and community. On-boarding consists of two main 

processes: (1) a new faculty orientation and (2) mentoring and support through the probationary period. The UHD 

Tenure Academy represents emerging infrastructure to develop and support strategic faculty onboarding at UHD. 

 

The UHD Tenure Academy program was piloted in FY20 by the Office of the Provost and members of the 

Tenured UHD Faculty. The UHD Tenure Academy is a faculty success initiative with the intent of informing and 

empowering tenure-track faculty during their probationary period by providing strategic programming and 

resources for their eventual application for promotion with tenure.  

 

In order to improve full-time faculty retention and success during the probationary period, and foster an 

environment of inclusion for newly hired faculty, the Office of the Provost will engage the UHD Tenure 

Academy to develop a year-long onboarding process for all full-time faculty at UHD. This will serve to codify the 

UHD Tenure Academy as a strategic partnership between the Office of the Provost and Faculty to provide robust 

programming that serves probationary faculty. 

 

Office of Research & Sponsored Programs (ORSP) 

 

1). Hire an Assistant Director of Research Compliance: 

 

UHD is subject to federal, state, local, UH system, and UHD-specific compliance requirements for the research 

enterprise. UHD ORSP has a prominent role in providing guidance and support for research compliance, and is 

responsible for wholly, or partly administrating compliance aspects of: responsible conduct of research; human 
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subjects research; research involving animals; biosafety; conflict of interest; data protection efforts outlined by 

NIST 800-171, laboratory safety, and research misconduct.  

 

At its peak, ORSP employed six full-time staff members to support Pre-Award Services, Post-Award Services, 

and Research Compliance. However, ORSP is currently operating with only three full-time dedicated staff, and is 

experiencing an ever increasing compliance burden from Federal agencies. ORSP was approved to hire an 

Assistant Director of Research Compliance in FY20 through the UHD Budget and Planning process. However, 

the hiring freeze that resulted from the COVID-19 pandemic prevented this hire. ORSP seeks to hire the Assistant 

Director of Research Compliance to support all compliance efforts associated with the research enterprise. 

 

2). Supporting Grant Writing & Submission in the Pandemic Environment: 

 

The onset of the U.S. COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 required UHD faculty to rapidly pivot from face-to-

face and hybrid instruction to fully online instruction with short notice. The challenge of providing quality online 

instruction under these conditions required faculty to devote most of their efforts towards this endeavor, and the 

research enterprise suffered a significant loss of productivity and engagement. As a result, in the last six months 

of FY20, grant submissions by faculty at UHD plummeted by approximately 50% compared to the same period in 

FY19. This decrease in grant submissions will affect grant awards and research expenditures for the next 2 – 5 

years.  

 

ORSP will work with faculty, department chairs and deans to identify strategic grant priorities for their units to 

determine novel mechanisms to support grant development and submission in the pandemic environment. 
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PROGRAMMING AND CURRICULUM UPDATE  
Michelle Moosally, PhD, AVP, Programming and Curriculum 

 

Below I share updates on areas within the scope of P and C and then launch into plans for the year.   

 

My teams and I are here to facilitate and provide support to our colleagues in all areas.  We look forward to 

working with and hearing from you all throughout the year.    

 

Updates on Current Operations 

 

Distance Education 

 UHDNW and UHD at Kingwood are currently supporting on-campus classes and have computer labs 

open; we remain in conversation with LSC partners regarding access protocols.   

 UHDNW lease renewal:  we are working with LSC partners to renew our lease at UHDNW; we currently 

plan to keep the existing UHD footprint (without the additional UH spaces). 

 Spring schedule planning:  we anticipate having on-campus classes at both UHDNW and LSC Kingwood 

in spring—we encourage you to contact Louis Evans about COVID caps and planning and we ask that 

you code classes moved online as UHDNW—this helps students find them, because many students search 

by location on the schedule. 

 

Study Abroad 

 The study abroad office has increased the number of virtual events this semester to promote study abroad 

for 2021 and Associate Director Ali Maghoo has set up an interactive virtual office. 

 The Study Abroad Committee has approved a revision of scholarship funding criteria that will cover a 

larger percentage of program costs for eligible students. 

 September events attracted strong attendance in the virtual environment: 

o Study abroad 101 - 65 attendees 

o Study abroad Scholarship writing - 30 attendees 

o Virtual Study Abroad Fair - 60 attendees 

 Stay tuned for dates and information for upcoming Study Abroad events: 

o October Study Abroad Student Panel 

o October Discover German Culture    

o November International Education Week 

 

Center for Community Engagement and Service Learning 

 Dr. Gulati and her team continue their engagement efforts, even in virtual contexts.  CCESL has funded 

faculty and student projects for fall semester, continues its work with the Near North side, and is placing 

up to 30 students in paid internships.   

 Upcoming for CCESL is a virtual version of the community engagement fair in October – watch for 

details! 

 

Continuing Education 

 GV Krishnan, Director of the Applied Business and Technology Center (ABTC), has worked with our 

program instructors to successfully convert many offerings to online formats.   

 We’re pleased to report that these online programs (particularly health-related and paralegal certification 

programs) increased enrollment by 27% for FY20 and ABTC ended up with a surplus of $310,000.00.  

This is particularly notable given that we had to cancel all of our very successful summer camp offerings 

for the first time in 19 years. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rj4-z4JTPGuALwKg9TSMTO3SZvxAaiJ61Yd2ADdLM2I/edit#slide=id.g8be6205e5f_0_5
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 If you have folks thinking about continuing education, please contact GV or Michelle—we can get you 

started with the application processes and thinking about options. 

 Check out the updated ABTC website. 

 

Curriculum 

Based on the work of many excellent colleagues across the university, the following new programs/certificates 

have been approved or are in the pipeline with planning approvals. 

 Master of Professional Accountancy (MDCOB)—launched fall 2020 

 MS in Artificial Intelligence (CST)—approved by BOR and heading to THECB 

 MA in Strategic Communication (CHSS)—approved for planning 

 Master of Educational Leadership (CPS)—approved for planning 

 Grad certificate in Applied Correctional Practice (CPS)—will launch in Fall 2021 

 Grad certificate in Foundations of Data Analytics (CST)—launched Fall 2020 

 Grad certificate in Applied Statistics (CST)—launched Fall 2020 

 BS in Manufacturing and Process Engineering Technology (CST)—approved for planning 

 BA in Biology (CST)—ready for Provost Council/BOR final approval 

Please note: for new degrees or certificates, once you have agreed within the college to pursue it (faculty, chair, 

dean), please notify me so that I can support next steps.  We may soon be launching a “notice of intent to plan” 

process, so stay tuned. 

 

Upcoming for This Year 

 Building new curriculum website (within 2-3 weeks) to include the following: 

o resources for degree and certificate planning 

o course and degree revision best practices  

o general education 

o UCC information 

 Establishing an Office of Impact Learning, starting with an Executive Director hire (search in progress), 

funded through the Cullen Foundation 

 Working through shared governance processes to update policies to address new credentialing options 

such as undergraduate certificates—please note that UCC is working to develop these guidelines in the 

coming few weeks. 

 Hiring a coordinator of Prior Learning Assessment and creating policy and process for all areas (search 

will be relaunched shortly) 

 Expanding distance education opportunities and viability for in person offerings at those sites 

 Creating more opportunities for faculty to offer continuing education courses—talk to GV or Michelle 

with questions or to get started on the application processes 

 Working with OER and Online Task Forces to develop visibility, strategies and resources 

 Revising and updating our web presence for UHD’s programs at all levels 

 Encouraging faculty to identify new program opportunities  

 Identifying ways to infuse principles of diversity, equity, and inclusion into our curricular vision 

 Supporting general education committee efforts to improve success in, engagement with, and cohesion of 

our critical core curriculum, particularly for FTIC retention 

 Supporting faculty to develop effective and innovative pedagogy with new technologies such as the 

online interactive rooms 

 

Please feel free to share ideas for other initiatives or resources that you would find useful in carrying out your 

own program planning. 

 

 

https://www.uhd.edu/academics/continuing-education/applied-business-technology-center/Pages/default.aspx
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OER TASKFORCE UPDATE  
Rob Austin McKee, PhD, Assistant Professor, Organizational Behavior 

 Chair, OER Taskforce 

 

Open Educational Resources, commonly referred to as OER, are changing higher education by making it 

more affordable for students and giving greater freedom to educators. 

Texas defines OER as “a teaching, learning or research resource that is in the public domain or has been 

released under an intellectual property license that permits the free use, adaptation, and redistribution of the 

resource by any person. The term may include full course curricula, course materials, modules, textbooks, media, 

assessments, software and any other tools, materials, or techniques, whether digital or otherwise, used to support 

access to knowledge.” 

That definition was part of Senate Bill 810, signed into law in June of 2017 by Governor Greg Abbott. 

The law requires that state institutions of higher education provide students with searchable lists of courses that 

designate which ones require or recommend only OER materials. The same Bill also created a new grant program 

to help professors transition to OER. 

Last year, the University of Houston-Downtown (UHD) formed an OER Task Force to bring the 

University into compliance with this law, as well as to research and develop best practices for the implementation 

of OER and related options. Through the OER Task Force, UHD seeks to surpass the letter of the law and 

embrace its spirit by actively promoting greater use of OER and other free and low-cost materials within the 

University community to benefit its students and faculty. As such, the Task Force is considering a wide range of 

materials in this effort and has developed definitions for two new course designations that it hopes will become 

part of the vernacular of the UHD community. 

The “No-Cost Resources” (NCR) designation will be used to label courses that use only free educational 

resources. Free educational resources are teaching, learning or research resources which are in the public domain 

or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits the free use, adaptation and redistribution 

of the resource by any person; and/or educational resources provided to students free of charge, such as via the 

library and/or developed or otherwise vetted by faculty. 

The “Low-Cost Resources” (LCR) designation will be used to label courses whose required course 

materials (e.g., textbooks, books, online workbooks, lab equipment, website subscriptions, third-party test 

proctoring, etc.) total no more than $50. 

A key goal for the task force in the coming year is to develop a robust system for faculty to identify 

courses that satisfy these descriptions, with such information made available in an easy-to-use format for students 

to use as part of their registration process. 

But these steps are just part of a growing movement that UHD has supported since well before the Task 

Force was created. For instance, the Center for Teaching & Learning Excellence (CTLE) has been supporting 

OER issues for a few years now. Its latest effort is to make OER the focus of the Online Course Development 

Initiative (OCDI), an initiative for faculty seeking to design or redesign courses in which faculty earn a $4,000 

development award. The UHD W.I. Dykes Library’s OER team is working with CTLE to help OCDI awardees 

find materials for their courses. Additionally, the CTLE also has offered training sessions on OER-related topics 

in the past as well as connect faculty with additional learning opportunities, such as an excellent series of 

workshops from the Online Learning Consortium. The UHD Library also has a research guide dedicated to OER. 

The UHD Library, CTLE and University Bookstore are working hand-in-hand with the OER Task Force to roll 

out information and initiatives to UHD faculty over the coming months. 

For more information on these topics, please contact the OER Task Force (Dr. Ed Cueva, Chair, 

cueva@uhd.edu), the CTLE (Georges Detiveaux, Associate Director, detiveauxg@uhd.edu), or the library (Pat 

Ensor, Executive Director, ensorp@uhd.edu). Look for future updates. 

 

 

https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/85R/billtext/pdf/SB00810F.pdf
mailto:cueva@uhd.edu
mailto:detiveauxg@uhd.edu
mailto:ensorp@uhd.edu
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ONLINE TASKFORCE UPDATE 
Susan M. Henney, PhD, Professor, Psychology  

 Chair, Online Taskforce 

 

What is the “state of your operation”? 

The UHD Online Education Taskforce recently completed a “Look-Back, Look-Forward” analysis of our charge.  

We are happy to report that we have made substantial progress on our charge items; here is an overview: 

1) “Study online programming and quality issues at UHD…”:  In Jan/Feb 2020, the Taskforce distributed 

and evaluated surveys to Faculty, Students, and Administrators.  The results from these surveys have 

informed our subsequent priorities and deliberations. 

2) “Recommend(ations)…that will strengthen our compliance with SACSCOC mandates and charges”: We 

do not appear to be in compliance in several areas, and the taskforce will make recommendations for 

needed changes.   

3) “Recommend any needed governance/administrative structures that need to be created at UHD…”: The 

taskforce is currently engaged in an analysis based on an OLC “Administrative Scorecard” for online 

learning.  There are several areas that have emerged as key issues, including necessary improvements in 

institutional/administrative supports and practices,  

4) “Establish a set of best practices regarding online course development and pedagogy…”:  Based on 

survey data and best practices literature, the taskforce operates under the assumption that, “Disorganized 

courses and lack of instructor responsiveness are a problem for student learning.” Our recommendations 

regarding a revised BB course shell, a new online syllabus template, and guidance for faculty on 

communication strategies and timelines have been adopted. 

5) “Recommend strategies for attaining and maintaining compliance with the Americans with Disabilities 

Act…”:  We have a new disabilities statement for syllabi, and the taskforce will be coming with 

recommendations regarding an “Accessibility Council” and yearly mandatory training. 

6) “Recommend the principles and structures needed to establish effective assessment of online 

instruction…”:  The taskforce is efforting in several areas here:  a) a comprehensive plan for assessment 

of online classes, b) a template for an annual Peer review process, c) an “Assessment Community of 

Practice,” and d) a mid-semester assessment tool. 

7) “Recommend best practices relative to student success measures vis-à-vis online programming…”:  This 

item is infused throughout our other charges.  There are efforts underway to ascertain what online-

relevant student supports are available and how they can be packaged most usefully for students. 

8) “Recommend a set of actionable guidelines that can be used to brand, market, and provide uniform 

experiences for the end-user...”:  Providing a uniform experience for students doesn’t imply having the 

same things in every course or the same look or feel for every course, but the same quality and 

responsiveness.  We must highlight our certified/trained online instructors and report out to the 

community about what we are doing to improve online education experience for students. 

9) “Recommend any needed student support services related to success in online classes, including tutoring, 

test proctoring, and so forth.”:  The taskforce is completing the OLC Online Student Support Scorecard to 

identify strengths and weaknesses in this area. 

10) “Recommend a plan/timeline for the strategic development of new, enhanced, or revised online 

programs/courses”:  In progress. 

11) “Recommend a set of criteria related to faculty hiring/training…”:  The taskforce successfully 

recommended a “university minimum” training to be completed this year.  Going forward, we will 

provide recommendations for departments regarding approval of faculty to teach for the first time online, 
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incorporating online training into yearly evaluations, and establishing expectations regarding continuing 

education for online pedagogy. 

12) “Review the Rubric for Online Instruction…and recommend changes to make it more usable for 

faculty.”:  The Rubric is in wide use and matches best practices set forth by QM, OLC and others.  

CTLE’s Online Committee has been charged with developing a “short form” version of the rubric.  

13) ”Recommend (through a redlined draft) any proposed changes to PS 03.A.37…”:  The taskforce is in the 

midst of a comprehensive revision of this policy, which will be submitted with our final report. 

What is the vital new information the audience needs to have from your unit? 

Four areas are key to the success of our online program going forward:  Strategic Planning, Administrative 

Structure, Resource Allocation, and Quality Assurance. 

1) To be in compliance with SACSCOC guidelines, UHD should include online education in its Mission 

Statement, Values Statement, and specifically as a separate item in the Strategic Planning Process. 

2) UHD needs to strengthen administrative structures surrounding online education.  This includes revision 

of the Online Education Policy (PS 03.A.37), structures for transparent and collaborative decision-

making, and consistent assessment of administrative effectiveness related to online education. 

3) UHD must commit sufficient human and financial resources to sustainably and effectively support the 

online education program going forward. UHD’s online program is large enough to warrant separate 

consideration in the Budget and Planning process.  This will require a re-envisioning of the process and 

much stakeholder discussion, but a vital and sustainable online program needs to be resourced sustainably 

going forward.  

4) Quality Assurance in online education includes not only assessment, but also training, strategic hiring and 

credentialing, and supportive structures (technology, CTLE, staff, etc) among others.  Quality Assurance 

occurs at all levels, from individual faculty all the way up through program, department, college, and 

administration.   

What are the large-scale initiatives you are targeting this year? 

The Online Education Taskforce’s final report will be presented to the Provost on or before April 1, 2021. 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE 
Ron Beebe, PhD, Professor, Urban Education   

 President, Faculty Senate   
 

The Strategic Planning Committee developed a revised timeline in response to the interruption caused by the 

pandemic (see below). The working groups have developed a set of goals and objectives, however, some of these 

are under review due to the pandemic. Additionally, the composition of the work groups is being revisited to 

insure that individuals are willing to continue in their roles, or if new persons are needed to fill places that have 

been vacated due to difference individuals workload requirements. Based on the revised timeline, it is projected 

that the Strategic Bridge Plan will be presented in Fall 2021.  

 

 

 


